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SUMMARY: In this report we consider one of the fastest growing aspects of the business namely E-Logistics and its characteristics. The 

main purpose is to make comparison between E-Logistics and the traditional type of logistics, point out the advantages and the 

disadvantages, as well as the main principals of integration of the E-Logistics, and the opportunity for choosing hybrids between the 

different combinations of the principals for both types of logistics.  
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1. Introduction 

Basic aspects and principals of the E-Logistic 

 
The main information flows, moving inside and between the 

elements of the logistics system and the external environment form 

the logistics information system (LIS), which represent composition 

of Interconnected electronic sets, computer technology, as well as 

the software devices needed, supplying the correct answers to the 

functional tasks for the right management of the material flow. The 

information systems in the logistics are created to manage and 

handle the material flows in micro and macro–levels and on the 

basics of the different organization are divided into:  

     - planned; 

     - dispositive; 

     - operational. 

In accordance to the logistics conception, the information systems 

related to different groups are integrated in one main information 

system with vertical and horizontal integration: 

    - the vertical integration is the link between the planned, the 

dispositive and the operational system, using vertical information 

flows; 

    - the horizontal integration is the link between the different tasks 

in the dispositive and the operational systems, using horizontal 

information flows. (2) 

 
Logistics of the material flows  

The highly automated logistic system (E-LIS) is new type of 

system, which is characterized as a system of interconnection of the 

computer technologies and the artificial intellect (AI) with the 

logistic processes in the frame of the company. LIS in correlation 

with the information system of the company, that provides correct 

information for organizing and implementation of the planning and 

execution of the logistics operations, form and define the E- LIS. 

The methodological sequence of the problem solution is : 

    - defining E-LIS as an element of the company’s automated 

information system; 

    - choosing the components that must be included in the E-  LIS; 

    - synchronization and functional compatibility; 

    - structure of the components that define the system, making it 

main operational base; 

    - system marks that define the levels of recognition in the frame 

of the organization; 

    - concurrence of digitization, contemporary methods and high 

level of information system in the frame of the organization. 

 

2. E-Logistics 

E-LIS is a fundamental defying element of the company’s 

information system. It is considered as an element of the company’s 

information system because it works only if it is on the same E-

Level as company’s as it is shown at figure 1.                                                      

 
Figure 1.E-LIS 

 

Тherefore the digitization of the logistic activities, as an element of 

the overall company’s development are also considered as complex 

decision via digitization of all company’s main activities. The 

Impossibility or the reluctance of the company to install E-LIS as an 

irrevocable part of company’s activities leads to impossibility of the 

organization to follow current trends and processes making it 

unstable to the processes in the environment. (2) 

The functional dependence between E-LIS and the internal and 

external connections can be expressed with the following 

dependence: 

 

                 E-LIS= F(Sv, Sw) 

 

where    Sv- Internal Connections; 

              Sw- External Connections. (2)  

 

The internal-structural interconnections are being explored and 

arranged by significance and affiliation in the E- LIS definitions. 

Here are also the interconnections of the logistics of the material 

flow and this is opportunity for using digital logistic information 

system, related to the material flow of the company. This includes 

establishment of virtual logistic model in the virtual reality. The 

external interconnections are related to the different types of logistic 

systems, including the connections with the external suppliers and 

clients.(1,2,3). 

 

 

2.1. E-LIS Features 

E-Logistics makes planning, execution and control of the logistic 

activities or tasks possible by using Internet technologies with the 

objective of economical improvement of the logistic services and 

improving the cooperation between the Supply Chain partners. 

Тhe prerequisites and conditions for the realization of E- Logistics 

are: 

    - integration of web based systems in the portfolio of the already 

existing ones; 

    - development of the classic organizational processes and 

procedures and their adjustment in the modern E-LIS system; 

    - inter-company and inter-departmental cooperation with main 

goal of focusing of all the partners in the supply chain to overcome 

any information barriers. 

 

We should not underestimate the complexity of integration of the 

electronic logistics solutions in the already existing infrastructures 

and applications (2). 
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E-Logistics is the collective expression of logistics decisions taken

in the frame of the organization, which are defined by electronics.

At figure 2 we can see the connections between the components in

the frame of the E Logistics.(2,9)

Figure 2. Connections between the components related to E-

Logistics 

These respective components are: 

- company’s information system, that gives an opportunity for

quality execution of the logistics service; 

- clients service system and opportunity for expanding the scope

of operations and through high quality of execution to attract new 

ones; 

- transport management;

- multi-channel distribution points and their equalization adopted

in the frame of the company’s integrated E-LIS; 

- effective financial management and opportunity of higher level

of monitoring; 

- effective sales and marketing management, directed to clients

and company necessaries; 

- correlation between suppliers and the buyers (2,9,10)

E-LIS provides opportunity for broad spectrum activities as well as

opportunity for pooling   maximum number of inner systems in one

completed system, that provide high level of control, financial

discipline and optimal use of the company's resources. But often the

difficulties during installing that kind of systems in the frame of the

organization such as:

- higher financial value;

- lack of well-trained staff;

- insufficient desire for development and progress in the face of

the executives; 

- potential loses of resources and clients, provoke the

entrepreneurs to ask themselves what are the advantages of the E-

LIS over the traditional logistics and the what is differences 

between the two types of logistics. These differences are revealed 

during comparison between the following circumstances that occur 

during logistics’ services execution: 

- Shipment Size – within with the traditional logistics the

shipment size is high volume, looking for large capacity for 

maximum return, whereas during the E-LIS we look for small 

packages that provide an opportunity for decentralization end points 

of consumption. 

- Clients – within the traditional logistics we have fixed markets,

where the risk is minimized, because of the good market 

knowledge. On the other hand within the E-LIS there are clients’ 

anonymity, but it provides opportunity for infinity in their type, size 

or number. 

- Material Flow – within the traditional logistics is one way

direction, while in the frame of E-LIS is two-way direction. 

- Destinations – within the traditional logistics they are

concentrated around a defined distribution center, while within the 

E-LIS the objects are scattered but that gives an opportunity for

“seizing new territories “.

- Model -   within the traditional logistics we have stable and

predictable model, while within E-LIS we have model that is 

variable and unpredictable but enabling  opportunities for 

development and growth. 

- Responsibility -  within the traditional logistics is only for the

logistic department, while within the E-Logistics  the whole supply 

chain is responsible for the quality execution. (6) 

2.2. E-Logistics. Advantages and Disadvantages 

The E-Logistics consists of various configurations and while 

choosing specific configuration or hybrid of the different types this 

choice should be based on good knowledge of the following factors 

in the frame of the company or its environment: 

- Financial factor;

- Personnel factor;

- Customer's need factor.

After careful analysis the company can proceed to choosing one or 

hybrid of the following principals of the E-LIS: 

1. E-Logistics is being integrated directly to company’s distribution

network and via this method direct deliveries to the customer can be

executed. The company makes personnel and resources corrections

in the already existing delivery centers, therefore to execute large

volumes of small deliveries. Main advantage is that the system can

be quickly installed and adapt in company’s framework and

demands small amount of investments. Possible disadvantages are

the risk of failure and a chance for a negative changes. I already

existing and well working processes, as well as cost increase.

2. E-Logistics is being initiated in a separate distribution center,

whence the deliveries are made. The advantage of this process is

that it can be controlled and monitored by the company from the

beginning until the final execution of the logistic service. Possible

disadvantages are lack of flexibility during execution as well as risk

of losing already established clients because of poor execution.

3. E-Logistic is performed by specialized external supplier. Main

advantage is the chance of quick growing, because of the use of the

expertise and already created infrastructure of the external supplier,

but this can also lead to profit reduction, risk of information leaking

about the company because of the fact that we use broker, who is

independent from the company and the processes ongoing inside the

organization.

4. E-Logistics is performed by a merchant, who is independent from

the organization and the supplier delivers directly to the client.

(Dropshipping). Disadvantages are strong dependence from

suppliers execution as well as the complexity of combining several

different products in one single delivery. On the other hand we have

lowering handling operations costs and provides opportunity for

efficient use of the stock.

5. E-Logistics is being performed through already existing

infrastructure directly to the client (straight from the distribution

center to the client or the client picks up the good on spot). The

advantage is this is simple logistics decision, that does not requires

extra effort or investments in short term. But in long term

consideration this is not applicable because of the dynamic changes

in the environment as well as the fact that in time progress it starts

to exhaust additional company resources (from the distribution

center to the client) or causes problems and difficulties for the client

(when he picks it up on spot).
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6. E-Logistic is being organized via already existing distributional 

networks as the shipment reaches to the client via existing storages 

which the client picks them up by his own (Flow-through process). 

Main advantage is the possibility for direct contact to the client 

including the opportunity of offering him additional services. The 

main risk is that while the company invests resources in the quality 

service to the client, he can lose his interest or his need to be 

disposable. (4,6) 

 

2.3. Logistic Models 

 

Every entrepreneur, who wants to trade via Internet is always facing 

the dilemma concerning the right logistic model for his business. 

What type of model should be chosen depends on different factors 

as financial resources, knowledge and usage of information 

technologies. The correct judgment of your own resources at one 

hand and the correct fixing of the needs of the consumer on the 

other hand can define the difference between success and failure. 

Customer’s needs have imposed certain types of logistic models and 

in this case we can also choose one model or within company’s 

development you can impose hybrid of several logistic models. A 

lot of models are used most often the essence of logistics and only 

way for quality execution is hybrid between these several models: 

 

    - Own Warehouse - Main advantages are quick execution, high 

level of conversion of the investment, as well as independence to all 

kinds of suppliers. Disadvantages are the necessity to “lock up” 

financial resources for indefinite period of time, small scope of 

products, risk of misjudgment of market’s demands, high 

maintenance costs of the warehouse itself, salaries cost, 

depreciation costs. 

 

    - Just In Time – The advantages are low initial investment, 

opportunity for larger scope of the products, because the production 

or its delivery depends on market or customer’s demands, as well as 

investment security and logistics execution security. The main 

disadvantages are the demand for excellent synchronous with the 

supplier, risk of delay during the logistics execution, because of 

lack or shortage or variety of specific goods, low level of 

conversion, as often the amount of the costs cannot be covered by 

the amount of the income, as regularly it can be even in the negative 

way. 

 

    - Dropshipping – The advantages are the low initial investment, 

opportunity for larger scope of action thanks to the larger range of 

products. In this model there are high level of conversion of the 

material flows, high level of investment security, as well as very 

rapid logistic service execution. Disadvantages are the demand for 

excellent synchronous with the supplier, dependence on his 

execution, shortage of goods or quantity and also this is very 

complex model for the suppliers that provides complex financial 

dealings and payment methods. 

 

    - Extending Shop -  The advantages are basically the same as 

within the Dropshipping such as the low initial investment, 

opportunity for larger scope of action, high level of conversion of 

the material flow, high level of security during execution, small 

level of risk, rapid execution of the deliveries to the client. In this 

model there are no need of direct contact with the client. The main 

disadvantages are the difficult dealings with the clients (attraction 

and retention) because of the lack of direct contact with the client. 

The contact with the client is made by mediator and its presence 

(the mediator) makes the rate of return very low. 

 

    - Freight Brokering – The advantages are the simple level of 

logistics, larger scope of the activities, low cost and high level of 

investment conversion. The disadvantages are the extended period 

of time required for the deliveries, the risk of mistakes and the 

impossibility of controlling the whole process. 

 

    - Fulfillment - The company from the outside runs a full range of 

online store magazines. All deliveries flow into the warehouse. The 

company operating the warehouse deals with the sending of parcels 

and packaging. The payer pays for individual services performed 

for him. It can be, among others accepting products into the 

warehouse, storage itself, e.g. charges per item, packaging a 

package, packaging. In many cases, this is a beneficial solution, 

especially for websites that sell seasonal products, because you do 

not have to constantly maintain storage space and incur costs with 

hiring employees to operate it. In the case of large websites that 

trade all year round with a large assortment, the costs of fulfilling 

the service may exceed the costs of maintaining their own 

warehouse. In this case, a detailed calculation and cost comparison 

is needed.(5) 

 

3. E-LIS hybrid model 

 

The main difference between E-LIS and the other types of 

information systems is the level of integration of the information 

space. The systematization of concepts in this fieldс of study allows 

three different approaches to define E-LIS: 

    - E-LIS is integral part of the corporate information system; 

    - E-LIS is higher degree of integration in the software decisions 

and also includes corporate information system; 

    - E-LIS is independent structure, isolated from other information 

systems. 

It is therefore obvious that E-LIS is the essence of high category 

part of the Corporate Information System (CIS), because it includes 

distribution of products, purchase of materials and their transport, 

which is outside of automated functions, which means that LIS has 

higher degree of integration than CIS. On figure 3 is shown the 

advantage of LIS. 

               
 

Figure 3.Advantages of E-LIS 

 

The specificity of E-LIS is defined by the fact that flow 

management is performed in the frames oft the business 

organization, as well as between the different participants in the 

logistic chain. In relation to this the information flows are divided 

into two types: 

    - Strategic (Coordinating); 

    - Functional (2). 

 

 

Conclusion 

The research shows that while the E-Business gathers all the 

attention, the E-Logistics stays away from the common model and 

is neglected as a main part of the business itself. Decisive for the 

success of the business is that eventually the stock or the service 

should reach the client. This leads to the conclusion that the main 

factor that measures the success is the high quality logistics 

execution, because no matter all the difficulties such as finding and 

define the client himself if the logistic service is not on а high level 

of execution, the client cannot be kept in the future. Deployment of 

the whole supply chain of the company on the principals of the E-

LIS provides large amount of sustainability of the logistics 

processes in the frame of the organization and ensures that the 

company itself to develop in parallel with the direction of 

development of the customer’s demands. 
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